However Deep neural networks recently have achieved impressive results for different tasks, they suffer from poor uncertainty prediction. Temperature Scaling (TS) is an efficient post-processing method for calibrating DNNs toward to have more accurate uncertainty prediction. TS relies on a single parameter T which softens the logit layer of a DNN and the optimal value of it is found by minimizing on Negative Log Likelihood (NLL) loss function. In this paper, we discuss about weakness of NLL loss function, especially for DNNs with high accuracy and propose a new loss function called Attended-NLL which can improve TS calibration ability significantly.
Introduction
Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) are able to achieve remarkable performances for different applications, while they suffer from a poor calibration over their uncertainty estimation [15] . Guo et al. [7] investigated this phenomenon and showed that overfitting to Negative Log Likelihood (NLL) loss function during the training phase is the key point to obtain higher accuracy rate during the testing phase. However, the cost of being overfitted to NLL is to loose the calibration of the softmax output layer. Confidence or calibration in deep networks refers to the ability of accurate estimation of true underlying conditional distribution of training data. In real-world applications, calibration is essential for systems security and stability. For instance, in autonomous driving [2] or medical diagnosing systems [11, 4] , transferring the control to the human supervisor mostly depends on the confidence over DNNs outputs. Calibrated output also has been shown is useful for rejecting adversaries [3] and out-distributed samples [16, 9] which leads to more secure deep networks.
Deep models calibration methods are studied in recent literature and can be categorized under two main branches: 1-calibration during the training phase, and 2-post-processing based calibration methods. Calibration during training involves an optimization over models that is considering distribution estimation accuracy along with classification accuracy. Well-known training phase calibration methods include approximated Bayesian formalism [5, 18, 19] and variational Bayesian methods [17, 1] . In practice, the quality of predictive uncertainty in Bayesian-based methods relies heavily on the accuracy of sampling approximation and correctly estimated prior distribution [15] . There are also non-Bayesian approaches which approximate the output probability using the ensemble of DNNs [15] or minimizing the calibration error by optimizing a new regularization term during the training phase [14] . However, similarly to Bayesian approaches, these approaches are also involves a significant computational burden, time-and memory-wise.
In contrast, in the second branch of calibration approaches, a pre-trained deep model is calibrated using the post-processing methods. Accordingly, the computational requirements are significantly reduced compared to the first branch. Guo et al. [7] have summarized and compare several famous NIPS 2018 Workshop on Security in Machine Learning post-processing calibration methods. They show Temperature Scaling (TS) is the most effective approach that can achieve higher calibration rate with very low computational complexity (optimizing only one parameter T ) while preserving the model accuracy. TS algorithm divides the output of logit layer by parameter T to make it softer and more calibrated. The best value of T is found by minimizing the NLL loss function on small set of validation samples respecting to T . NLL is a scoring function [6] which indicates the dissimilarity between the softmax output and the true conditional distribution of data. Optimizing on NLL will allow to find the T at which the logit layer to return high confidence for correctly classified samples and low confidence for wrongly classified samples. But as TS has only one degree of freedom through parameter T , minimizing the NLL, especially for the highly accurate networks, gets dominated by optimizing for the correctly classified samples. Therefore, it will return a T value that increases classification confidence with little consideration for the misclassified samples during the calibration.
Paper Contribution: Our contribution is to propose a new loss function for TS which makes a better adjustment of confidence distribution, not dominated by correctly classified samples. This new loss function, called Attended-NLL, offer a more balanced calibration by some emphasis on two groups of samples: 1)correctly classified with low confidence and 2)wrongly classified samples. We also show that Attended-NLL is a scoring function and minimizing that will make the output of softmax layer more similar to the true conditional distribution of samples. We report the results on NLL and ECE [7] scores which are the standard measures of calibration. We show Attended-NLL loss function improves the result of TS comparing to NLL loss function significantly.
In the following, the notation and problem setting is presented in Sec. 2, followed in Sec. 3 by analysis of the TS method and the issues raised by on the optimization of the NLL loss. Attended-NLL and its scoring function properties are presented in Sec. 4. Finally, results of new proposed TS method with Attended-NLL are reported and discussed in Sec. 5 
Problem Setting
We assume to have access to a pre-trained deep network D with detecting ability of K different classes. There is available validation set V = {(x 1 , y 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 ), . . . , (x N , y N )} which is derived from X domain with true marginal distribution Q(x) and conditional distribution Q(y|x). For each sample x i ∈ X there exists {h 
where T is the temperature value.
Temperature Scaling with NLL
As the true conditional distribution of the training samples is not available, one of the challenges in calibration is to evaluate the quality of uncertainty estimation obtained from the deep model. NLL is one of the scoring functions which means by minimizing NLL, the output of softmax layer becomes more similar to the true conditional distribution Q(y|x) of samples. NLL is defined as − N i=1 log S yi (x i , T = 1) for the softmax layer of a DNN model. In TS method, the logit layer of a deep models is divided by T value in order to rescale the softmax outputs for being more calibrated. The best value of T will be defined by minimizing NLL loss function respecting to T conditioned by T > 0 on validation set V as defined in Eq. 1:
Referring to Guo et al. [7] , the Eq. 1 can be rewritten as Eq. 2 for the optimal point T * :
Eq.2 shows when a sample is correctly classified, the weight of h k i for the k = y i which is S yi (x i , T * ) should be increased to 1. Therefore T * goes toward 0. When x i is misclassified, the weight of h k i for Figure 1 : The boundary region B k is located between tow probability thresholds θ 1 and θ 2 .
the k = y i should be increased to 1 and the weight of wrongly selected label should be decreased. Therefore T * goes toward ∞ to make S k (x i , T * ) close to 1/K which is the max possible weight for h yi i . Because, DNNs are almost highly accurate , the number of correctly classified samples dominates the other samples and has higher impact on the final value of T . If we can increase the impact of misclassified samples, it may help to find more accurate T value. On the other hand, if a sample is correctly classified, NLL tries to give as high as possible confidence to it. However the confidence of correctly classified samples are not always near to 1. If a sample is in the boarder of two classes, it is supposed to have lower conditional probability than a sample which is far from the boundary of the classifier. Based on these two issues, we propose a new loss function which we call it Attended-NLL and it pays more attention on calibration of the misclassified and correctly classified samples which are located in the boundary of the classifier to finetune the T value more accurately.
Temperature Scaling with Attended-NLL
The idea of Attended-NLL is to design a scoring function which estimates Q(x|y = k) instead of Q(y|x) which is happened in the case of NLL. This change in distribution estimation gives us the control on samples located in the boundary of the classifier. For data distribution X, conditional distribution Q(x|y = k) can be written as Eq.3 :
This equation demonstrates that the likelihood of sample x given the class k can be estimated from the likelihood of sample x given non-class k. To estimate Q(x|y = k) empirically by Eq. 3, we need enough drawn samples from distribution Q(x|y = k) which have a good coverage of X domain especially for the region that y = k. As mentioned in [12] this coverage is more probable in the decision boundary of the classifier (boarder of a class). We assume the samples (x i , y i = k) which have S k (x i , 1) probability smaller than threshold θ 1 and the samples (x i , y i = k) which have S k (x i , 1) bigger than threshold θ 2 are fallen in the decision boundary of the classifier for class k. We call this samples set as B k . The region B k is shown in Fig.1 . We can rewrite the Eq.3 for the sample of the boundary as:
We replaced the Q(y i = k)/Q(y i = k) with the constant α k which can be calculated empirically from the samples and approximate Q(y i = k|x i ) by S k (x i , T ) and Q(y i = k|x i ) by 1 − S k (x i , T ) functions. We define Attended-NLL loss function as Eq.5 in the boundary region of each class in order to estimate Q(x|y = k):
According to Gibbs inequality, we have −E Q(x|y) logQ(x|y) ≤ −E Q(x|y) log P (x|y) for arbitrary distribution P (x|y). Minimum value of −E Q(x|y) log P (x|y) is obtained where P (x|y) = Q(x|y). By considering Q(x|y = k) ≈ Q(x|y = k) in B k region, and based on Gibbs inequality, minimizing Attended-NLL respecting to T on samples of B k set, leads to S k (x i , T * )/(1 − S k (x i , T * )) to be similar to Q(y i = k|x i )/(1 − Q(y i = k|x i )). It means S k (x, T * ) should be similar to Q(y = k|x) on B k . Therefore, Attended-NLL loss function is a scoring function which can calibrate the softmax output layer of the DNN for the samples of B k region. There is a concern that Attended-NLL only focuses on B k samples to calibrate the output and do not consider all the samples of the training domain. This may cause misleading in true conditional distribution estimation. But it should be considered that a pre-trained DNN model is already overfitted to NLL loss function during the training phase and applying TS with Attended-NLL is just to finetune the output distribution of DNN model for the B k samples and not estimating the output distribution from scratch.
Experiments
We apply TS calibration method with two different loss functions (NLL and Attended-NLL) for different DNN models and datasets. The selected models are DenseNet with depth 40 and 100 [10] , ResNet with depth 110 [8] and WideResNet with depth 32 [21] which are trained on training set of several standard classification datasets (CIFAR10/100 [13] and SVHN [20] ). Later, we select 3000 validation images randomly from validation sets of each dataset and apply TS with NLL and Attended-NLL on them to find the best T values. In TS with Attended-NLL to select the boundary sample set B k , we select the best values for θ 1 and θ 2 parameters respecting to lowest value for NLL on validation set. The evaluation of calibration quality is reported on testing samples of datasets. Standard measures ECE with 15 bins [7] and NLL scores are considered for comparison in which lower means more calibrated. As shown in Table 1 , TS with Attended-NLL loss function achieves better calibration results for both NLL and ECE measures for almost all models and datasets. As we have discussed in section 4, Attended-NLL can improves calibration significantly for the models which have higher accuracy rates. Table 2 gives the information about the T values for two different loss functions and the thresholds which define the boundary region of Attended-NLL approach. It shows the small change in T value can have significant change in calibration rate, therefore finetuning the T parameter is important regarding to have more accurate calibration.
